While the most sustainable option is not to use a liner, you can use a compostable liner in your kitchen pail or organics cart.

**PLEASE FOLLOW 3 RULES:**
- 3 Gallon or Smaller
- Food Scraps Only
- CMA Approved®

**WHY CMA?**
CMA is a global leader in providing industrial composting facilities an acceptance standard for compostables by performing field disintegration testing. Not all ‘certified’ compostable items will compost (break down) as fully or quickly as needed. This is because traditional certification standards measure compostability based on laboratory conditions, not actual field conditions, therefore some “compostable” items don’t fully compost with A1 Organic’s technology. The result is either a finished compost with contamination or disposal of the compostable materials to a landfill, voiding their intended purpose. CMA certified bags are the only compostable bags A1 Organics accepts.

**SCAN FOR MOST UPDATED LIST!**